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Introduction
Blue nevus is considered a benign lesion that only in rare cases may progress into melanoma. The term "malignant blue nevus" includes both a melanoma that arose within a common or a cellular blue nevus or a de novo melanoma simulating a blue nevus [1] .
A peculiar type of blue nevus is the so-called large plaque type blue nevus with subcutaneous cellular nodules (LPTBN-SN), a clinical variant characterized by large dimensions, plaque-like features, localization on the trunk, presence since birth or early childhood, and onset of discrete subcutaneous nodules many years later [2] .
The long history of a melanoma associated with a congenital large plaque type blue nevus with subcutaneous cellular nodules
The term large plaque type blue nevus with subcutaneous cellular nodules (LPTBN-SN) refers to a huge blue nevus, usually located on the trunk, that develops subcutaneous nodules many years after the lesion has appeared. The potential malignancy of an LPTBN-SN was only discovered in 2012. We report the case of a 56-year-old Caucasian man that developed a cutaneous melanoma on an LPTBN-SN of the trunk. The first diagnosis was made more than 10 years before his death due to melanoma metastasis.
The case reported here highlights the malignant potential of an LPTBN-SN, the very long course even without treatment and the possible coexistence of benign, borderline or malignant subcutaneous nodules in the same LPTBN-SN.
Patients with large congenital blue nevi should be advised on the potential oncologic transformation of these lesions, the importance of follow-ups should be emphasized and, whenever possible, a preventive complete surgical removal should be evaluated before subcutaneous nodules develop. the patient, no treatment was performed. Unexpectedly, no metastases had developed and only a slow increase of the nodules was observed in the following years.
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Case presentation
A 56-year-old Caucasian man was hospitalized in our hospital in May 2012 because of a hemorrhagic cystitis with fever.
The patient was affected by severe cognitive impairment, mild blood hypertension, prostatic hypertrophy and had a permanent catheter. During the hospitalization, a dermatologic visit was required because of a large blue lesion on the trunk. On clinical examination, a large mammillated blue plaque involving more than half of the chest wall was observed (Figure 1 ).
The anamnesis revealed that the patient was born with a large congenital blue nevus that had developed subcutaneous nodules in the last 15 years, slowly increasing in number and size. We formulated the diagnosis of LPTBN-SN.
The relatives of the patient reported on a previous large and deep biopsy, performed almost nine and a half years before in another hospital, which showed the presence of a melanoma on a congenital blue nevus. At that time, due to the dimensions of the lesion and the psychiatric illness of Patients with large congenital blue nevi should be advised on the potential oncologic transformation of these lesions, the importance of follow-ups should be emphasized and, whenever possible, a preventive complete surgical removal should be evaluated before subcutaneous nodules develop.
We decided to repeat a skin biopsy of a subcutaneous nodule, and the histopathology was consistent with a benign cellular blue nevus, while the revision of the previous biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of melanoma on a congenital blue nevus.
A strict follow-up of the patient every four months was undertaken, and after one year we observed the rapid increase of two of the subcutaneous nodules with ulceration ( Figure 2 ).
A new biopsy was performed, and in this case a histopathologic diagnosis of melanoma was made, confirming the final diagnosis of melanoma arising on an LPTBN-SN ( Figure 3) .
A total body computer tomography showed lymph node enlargement at the right axilla. Mutation of the BRAF gene was negative. The patient was sent to the palliative care center of our hospital and died three months later.
Conclusions
The term large plaque type blue nevus with subcutaneous cellular nodules was coined in 1999 and refers to a huge blue nevus, usually located on the trunk, that develops subcutaneous nodules many years after the lesion has appeared [8, 9] .
Histopathologically, the nodules are characterized by areas resembling common blue nevi and areas resembling cellular blue nevi, with infiltration of subcutaneous and soft tissues, including the fascia and mammary tissues.
The potential malignancy of an LPTBN-SN was discovered only in 2012 [3] [4] [5] [6] . Melanoma arising on an LPTBN-SN has a slow local growth and develops local recurrences after surgery or distant metastasis only after many years. In the 
